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Abstract
In this paper we present a generalization of the k-d tree data structure suitable for an efficient management
and querying in a distributed framework. We present optimal searching algorithm for exact, partial, and
range search queries. Optimality is in the sense that (1) only servers that could have k-dimensional points
related to a query reply to it and that (2) the client issuing the query can deterministically know when the
search is complete. The set of k-d points is managed in a scalable way, i.e. it can be dynamically enlarged
with insertion of new points. We consider distributed environments where multicast (i.e. restricted
broadcast) is allowed but show how to use it only when necessary.
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1.

Introduction

With the striking advance of communication technology it is now easy and cost-effective to set up
distributed applications running on a network of workstations. The technological framework we make
reference to is the so called network computing: fast communication networks, in the order of 10100MB/sec, and many powerwul and cheap workstations, in the order of 50-100 MIPS1 . Many
organizations have this kind of computing power: large organizations have easily a cumulative amount of
main memory in the order of tenths of GB [LNS94b].
In this context it is usually available the multicast protocol. In this protocol with a single message 1 source
reaches N destinations. This is to be intended in the sense that a multicast message has a communication
cost which is the same of a point-to-point message. In other words the time used by a multicast message to
reach all its destination is the same used by a point-to-point message to reach its unique destination.
This is possible since each site has a machine attached to the network by means of a controller. The task of
the controller is to recognize messages that are of interest to the associated site. In the point-to-point
protocol each message which is put on the network will reach only the site which is its destination. Other
controllers will discard it without dispatching it to the associated site. In the multicast protocol messages
which are put on the network may be recognized by a (possibly large) set of controllers. Each of these
controllers will fetch the message and deliver it to the machine in the associated site.
The physical communication layer of most common networks, like Ethernet, is based on a bus architecture
easily supporting a multicast protocol. Hence multicast is currently available in most networks also at the
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application level. Note that an uncontrolled use of multicast may somehow degrade performances of enduser applications, by forcing a machine to anyhow process the message delivered to it by its associated
controller, even if it is useless for the application itself.
Many of the newest applications deals with very large amounts of complex (i.e. multi-attribute) data, that
can be represented as k-dimensional points. An efficient searching of a k-dimensional space in a
distributed framework is thus one of the main problems. Our objective is to be able to answer to the
following queries, which are the fundamental ones for a data structure for k-d points: exact match, partial
match, range. We also want a structure able to scale up to adapt itself to a growing number of points.
Hence we want no centralized control, which is a serialization point.
Machines which manage the data structure and answer to queries are called servers. Machines which need
to access or manipulate the k-d points for their application needs are called clients. In a network
environment one cannot assume clients are always connected to the network to be kept up-to-date with the
state of the data structure. The use of multicast is therefore essential in reaching overall efficiency. Due to
its impact on overall performances, it should be used wisely and not in an uncontrolled manner. Moreover,
a client has to be able to determine when the multicast query is terminated, i.e. when every server interested
by the query has answered.
We do not make any particular assumption on how many clients are present and their frequency of access
of the data structure. These can vary over the time. We do not consider issues regarding server failures.
Hence we assume all servers are always on and working and we do not present strategies to cope with
recovering the complete answer to a query when one (or more) of the servers are down.
In our environment we are concerned with efficiency with respect to the communication network.
Therefore the performance measure is given in terms of the overall number of messages on the network.
Litwin, Neimat and Schneider were the first to present and discuss such a paradigm of scalable distributed
data structures, by proposing a distributed linear hashing, namely LH* [LNS93, LNS94a], and a
distributed 1-dimensional order-preserving data structure, namely RP* [LNS94b]. Extension of RP* to the
k-dimensional case is a work still in progress [LNS94c, LN95].
Hence the work presented in this paper is the first scalable distributed data structure for k-dimensional
point data, with optimal search algorithm for exact, partial, and range search. Optimality is in the sense that
(1) only servers that could have k-dimensional points related to a query reply to it and that (2) the client
issuing the query can deterministically know when the search is complete.
When a multicast protocol is not available, then everything needs to be done with point-to-point messages.
In this case the reader is referred to the work on Distributed Random Trees (DRT) of Kröll and Widmayer
[KR94, KR95].
The paper is organized as it follows. In section 2 the basic version of the data structure is presented and
basic algorithms for its management are discussed. In section 3 we describe how to reduce the use of
multicast by means of an index at client sites. Section 4 describes the data structure used to build the index
at client sites and proves that it is possible to correctly update it. In section 5 algorithms for updating client
index are presented and their correctness is proved. Section 6 contains a final discussion and conclusions.

2.

Basic structure and basic algorithms

From a conceptual point of view our structure can be considered as a unique k-d tree where each server is
managing a different leaf. Hence each server manages a single bucket of data. We assume all buckets have
the same size.

An exact match query looks for a point whose k coordinates are specified. A partial match query looks for
a (set of) point(s) for whom only h<k coordinates are specified. A range query looks for all points such
that their k coordinates are all internal to the (usually closed) k-dimensional interval specified by the
query.
Clients may add k-d points, which go in the pertinent bucket. A bucket b is pertinent with respect to point
p if b is associated to the leaf node managing the portion of the k-d space containing p. In a similar way it
may be defined when a bucket b is pertinent with respect to any query.
When a bucket overflows its point set is split in two (usually equally sized) parts. The split is done with a
(k-1)-dimensional plane and various strategies can be used to select which dimension to use. A largely
used strategy is the round-robin one, where at each level a different dimension is selected and after k levels
the same order is used again and again.
2.1. Definitions
A k-d tree [Ben75] is a binary tree where each internal node v is associated to a (bounded or not) k-d
interval (or k-range) I(v), a dimension index D(v) and a value V(v). The interval associated to the left (resp.
right) son of v is made up by every point in I(v) whose coordinate in dimension D(v) has a value less than
(resp. not less than) V(v). D(v) is called the split-dimension for node v. V(v) is the split-point for node v.
Leaves of the k-d tree are associated only to a k-d interval.
To each leaf w of a k-d tree one bucket exactly corresponds, denoted with the same name. Bucket w
contains all points within I(w). The k-d interval I(v) of an internal node v is the initial k-range of the bucket
which was associated to node v when v was inserted as a leaf into the k-d tree. When bucket v is split two
leaves, say v¢ and y, are created and inserted in the k-d tree as sons of node v. Bucket v, with a new, reduced,
k-range is associated to leaf v ¢ , and leaf y takes care of the new bucket y, so that I(v)=I(v ¢)ªI(y) and
I(v¢)´I(y)=∅. Therefore, for each leaf w but one it exists a unique internal node z whose bucket's splitting
created the k-range of bucket associated to w. Such a node z is called the source node of leaf w (and of
bucket w) and is denoted as a(w). The leaf without source node, for which we let for completeness a(⋅)=∅
is the leaf managing the initial bucket of the k-d tree.
2.2. Algorithm for insertions
It is straightforward, since a client wanting to insert point p simply multicasts its request by putting the
point coordinates in the message. The pertinent server, and there is exactly one, manages the insertion. If it
overflows then it splits.
Various algorithms have been proposed for split, depending on the kind of communication protocol
available. In the one by Kröll and Widmayer [KL94], which assumes no multicast, there is a split
coordinator. Its task is to create a new server s ¢ and to provide to the splitting server s the address of s¢.
Then server s transfers to s¢ half of its points. In the one by Litwin, Neimat, and Schneider [LNS94b] the
splitting server s multicasts the possible address of the new server s¢ to be created. The action of s then
depends on the received answer. If the creation of s¢ is denied (because it already exists) then the value of
s¢ is increased and s tries again. Otherwise s transfers to s¢ half of its points.
2.3. Algorithms for queries
The approach for exact match query is also very easy. A client wanting to access point p simply multicasts
its request and puts the point coordinates in the message. The pertinent server, and there is exactly one,

manages the query. If it finds the point in its bucket it answers with the required information. Otherwise it
answers negatively. When the clients receive an answer it knows the query is terminated.
The approach is somewhat more complex for partial match and range queries. In this case it is not true, in
general, that there is exactly one pertinent server. Hence the client has the problem of checking that all
pertinent servers have answered.
If we assume that each server answers with the k-d volume of the intersection among its k-range and the
query k-range then in the case of range query we can simply sum all the received k-d volumes. When they
add up to the k-d volume of the range query we know all pertinent servers have answered. Even if
theoretically good, from a practical point of view either infinite precision multiplication is available or this
approach may be incorrect. In fact, if buckets covering very large and very small ranges exist at the same
time in the data structure then, due to possible roundings, the termination test may fail.
In any case this approach cannot be applied for partial match and for range queries that specify an
unbounded query interval, since the k-d volume is infinite. Hence either we use a time-out approach, which
is not so desirable, or we need a more reliable termination test, which is shortly discussed in the next
subsection.
2.4. Algorithms for termination test
Two approaches have been proposed. One based on combining adjacent ranges in the set of k-d ranges
returned by buckets which answered [LNS94c]. One based on the computation of the logical volume of
the range query and on its comparison with the logical volume of k-d ranges returned by buckets which
answered the query [Nar95].
The first approach can be efficiently implemented using k-d range trees (see [Nar95]) and has a worst case
time of O(kQ(logQ)k ) for the whole termination test, using on overall worst-case space of O(Q(logQ)k- 1).
The second approach uses balanced binary search trees and has a worst case time of O(kQ2 ) for the whole
termination test, using on overall worst-case space of O(kQ). For more details see [Nar96].

3.

A data structure with index at client sites

If clients have an index the use of multicast can be reduced. In this case a client can search in the index to
individuate the server(s) which should answer to its query and can then issue a (set of) point-to-point
query.
A crucial observation is that the client index needs not to cover the whole data space, since a lazy approach
can be taken. Namely, if a client has the pertinent part of the data space covered by its index then search
queries can be managed by issuing a (set of) point-to-point query. Otherwise the query is multicasted. The
same holds for insertions.
Given the assumption we have on clients behaviour it may happen that a client has an out-of-date index.
This has two consequences. First, the server which received the point-to-point query may not be anymore
the server managing the set of keys involved by the query itself (in this case we say the client has done an
addressing error). Second, the client index has to be adjusted to avoid repeating the same addressing error
again and again.
3.1. Index adjustment
The adjustment of a client index is done by means of Index Correction Messages (ICMs) from the
pertinent servers. Adjustment is required when server s that a client considers as the one that is managing a

certain set S of keys has split an unknown number of times. Therefore s cannot any more, in general,
manage all queries regarding S. But s has some knowledge about the subtree generated by its split. This
knowledge is given back to the client in the ICM so that it can avoid repeating the same error. This means
that, in general, an ICM contains a part of the overall k-d tree that has to be added to the client index or to
substitute a part of it.
A client index is therefore a loose collection of generally unrelated subsets of a k-d tree. This means that
the client knows only some nodes and some paths of the overall k-d tree and has the problem of efficiently
managing such a collection for searching and updating.
In the following subsections we give algorithms for insertion and querying when a client has an index. In
the next section we deal with issues regarding the building and maintenance of client index. We also show
how to efficient adjust the index using ICMs.
3.2. Algorithm for insertions with index at client sites
The basic approach is to issue a point-to-point message towards the pertinent server if this is found in the
index. Otherwise a multicast request is issued.
If an addressing error is made, the server which has received the message issues a multicast request. In this
request it includes the address of the client, so that the pertinent server will answer directly to the client
itself. The client will surely be aware about the multicast since it is waiting the answer from the point-topoint message.
Algorithms executed at client and at server sites are described in figure 1.
[at client site]
IF
in the client index a server s exists whose range contains the k-d point p
THEN
point-to-point(p,s)
ELSEmulticast(p)
WHEN
answers arrive
{client expects only the answer with ack here, but a second
answers may arrive if it made an addressing error}
THEN
possibly update the index using received information
[at site of server s]
IF
the received k-d point p is in the range covered by server s
THEN
insert(p) and possibly split
ack and send back the current bucket parameters
ELSEIF
the query was received through a point-to-point message
THEN
send back the current bucket parameters
multicast(p)
Figure 1: algorithms for insertions with index at client sites.

3.3. Algorithm for queries with index at client sites
In this case the basic approach depends on how many servers are involved by the query. It may be the case
that, even if the client knows exactly which are the pertinent servers, it is more convenient to issue a single
multicast query than many point-to-point queries. This of course depends from a cost function whose
parameters are the current overall number of servers, the number of pertinent servers, some physical
parameters depending on the network itself, and statistical parameters relative to the expected number of
addressing errors.
If point-to-point messages are used, possible addressing errors are managed like for the insertion query. If
a client decides to issue a multicast then a termination test algorithm has to be executed to know when all

pertinent servers have answered. Answer from each server include also the current bucket parameters, that
is the current range of the k-d space covered by the server.
Algorithms executed at client and at server sites are describe in figure 2 below.

4.

How clients build their index

To make it possible the building of an index at client sites, a server managing bucket with name x sends
back, with the answer to the query, also the following information:
- the actual k-range of bucket x, denoted I(x);
- the k-range of bucket managed by a(x) at the time of creation of x, called base-range of x and denoted
BR(x); note that by definition it is BR(x)=I(a(x)).
Note that with our approach a server does not maintain a full record of its past history, but only the
conditions under which it was created (which of course never change) and its current status (which may
change).
We now prove that sending back the information above described makes it possible to clients to build
incrementally an index from query answers, in a monotone and unique way. For the sake of clarity we first
discuss a static setting, assuming all leaves are available. Afterwards, we analize what happens when leaves
of the k-d tree are known only incrementally (dynamic setting).
[at client site]
IF
in the client index a set S of servers exists intersecting the whole k-d range q
THEN
decide on the basis of the cost function
ELSEmulticast(q)
IF
multicast was used to issue the query
THEN
execute the termination test
ELSEwait for all acks { if a server re-issue the query as multicast while client }
{ is waiting then client switches to execute the termination test }
possibly update the index using received information
[at site of server s]
IF
the received k-d range q intersects the range covered by server s
THEN
find the set P of k-d points covered by q
ack with P and send back the current bucket parameters
ELSEIF
the query was received through a point-to-point message
THEN
send back the current bucket parameters
multicast(q)
Figure 2: algorithms for queries with index at client sites

4.1. The static setting
Tree T¢ is an exact reconstruction of k-d tree T if the set of internal nodes and the set of leaves of T¢ are
exactly those of T. Having at disposal for all the buckets x of a k-d tree T the values I(x) and BR(x) we
prove that it is indeed possible to reconstruct the exact tree-structure of T.
Theorem 1: Let L be the set of leaves of a k-d tree T with the function BR(⋅) above defined. Then it is
possible to exactly reconstruct T from L.
Proof:
Since L is the complete set of leaves of the k-d tree T, then in L there exist at least two leaves
which are sons of the same parent. This means that at least one leaf x exists in L for which a unique y exists
in L such that BR(y)=I(x)ªI(y). Therefore we can create a node z such that I(z)=BR(y), BR(z)=BR(x). We

let z to be the parent of x and y. We can now produce from L a smaller size set L¢=L-{x,y}ª{z}. With L¢ we
are in the initial conditions and this transformation can be applied again recursively. The sequence of
transformations stops when the set is reduced to a single node, which results to be the root of the
reconstructed k-d tree T. By the unicity of the choice of leaf y which is coupled with leaf x, the exactness
of the reconstruction derives.
•
The next corollary proves that all information we use in the reconstruction are necessary.
Corollary 2:If function BR(⋅) does not give information on each of the k 1-dimensional intervals covered
by x then the exact reconstruction of T from L is not guaranteed.
Proof:
If one of the k 1-dimensional interval misses in BR(⋅), there may be a non deterministic
choice. In fact, it may happen that it is not possible for each node to uniquely identify its mate. See, as an
example, figure 3 below, where if BR(⋅) does not contain information relative to the vertical coordinate
both the subtrees shown can be constructed.
•
Note that each internal node of the overall k-d tree also knows its split dimension and its split point. These
are not needed, in the static setting, to exact reconstruct the k-d tree, and indeed have not been used in the
relative theorems. But since they are anyhow known to servers, we assume they are part of what each server
sends back in its answer. Hence to the list above we also add, for a server x:
- the split-dimension of a(x) and the split-point of a(x), which are together denoted as sp(x); note that by
definition it is sp(x)=[D(a(x)), V(a(x))] and we let D(∅)=V(∅)=∅.
sp(x) and BR(x), if distinct from ∅, together identifies the (k-1) dimensional splitting plane, called baseline of x, which divided the k-range of bucket assigned to a(x) to create the initial k-range of bucket x.
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Note that when a bucket x splits its k-range in two parts, say x1 and x2, it may happen that only one of
them, say x2, has a boundary lying on the base-line of x. In this case we force the bucket taking care of
part x2 to keep the name x (and therefore x's base-line becomes its base-line). The other bucket receives a
new name and its base-line is defined on the basis of x's range and of the (k-1) dimensional plane which
has split x's range. In figure 4 below an example of the above definitions is shown.
4.2. The dynamic setting
What we have discussed up to here is the possibility of building a k-d tree assuming to have at disposal
information from all its leaves. Since client queries retrieve each time only part of the whole index, a client
index is generally built incrementally, from successive answers from buckets.
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This incremental building may lead, if it is not done properly, to construct a partial k-d tree that needs later
to be dismounted. For example, consider two buckets B1 and B2 which are "far away" in the k-d tree (i.e.
whose lowest common ancestor in the k-d tree is at least 2k+1 levels higher than the highest of the two
leaves). In this example if we build a single k-d tree with these two buckets then it will surely have to be
dismounted. In fact, whichever root we may choose on the basis of the received information is not an
ancestor of both leaves in the original k-d tree.
In the dynamic context it is therefore important to avoid dismounting and rebuilding a partial k-d tree
when a new answer arrives. The amount of work which may be needed in restructuring is of the order of
the size of the tree and a restructuring may be needed each time the height of the tree is increased.
The only viable strategy to avoid restructuring is to avoid building a k-d tree which may be later
dismounted, that is to realize a monotone building of the overall k-d tree. This means that an answer from a
bucket can be used in the reconstruction only if we are sure that the relative decisions we take in k-d tree
building will not be rejected at a later stage. But also we do not want to wait until the arrival of the last
answer to start to process the set of answers. This is for two reasons. First, if a client has to do many queries
in a short amount of time, it is more efficient to use information returned from already terminated queries
than to issue the query using the out-of-date index. This is true even if returned information is only
partial. Second, if this partial information is used then it is not less efficient to search in a tree than to
search in a list, as it would be if client waited until the arrival of the last answer.
Hence we want to be able to manage a forest of k-d trees, all of them part of the overall k-d tree. We
therefore introduce a new data structure, called lazy k-d tree and presented in the next section, which is an
extension of the k-d tree to efficiently cope with this case.

5.

Client index building and maintenance

In this section we provide an algorithm that makes it possible to build and update an index at each client
site. The discussion is rooted in the framework presented in the previous section. We first illustrate what is
the index built by a client. Then we show how each client builds the index. Finally we prove the
correctness of the index building algorithm.
5.1. Definitions
A lazy k-d tree (lkd-tree in the following) is defined as it follows:
- it has two types of nodes, namely simple nodes and compound nodes;
- a simple node v may be external (i.e., a leaf) or internal; I(v) is associated to simple node v;

- BR(v) is also associated to leaf v;
- sp(v) (i.e., the couple D(v) and V(v)) is also associated to a simple internal node v;
- a simple internal node v has one or two sons, which may be simple or compound, denoted left_son(v)
and right_son(v);
- a compound node u has no sons and no piece of information is directly associated to it;
- a compound node u is a set C(u) of lkd-trees, whose roots are simple nodes, such that for each couple
of distinct roots v and w in C(u) it is I(v)´I(w)=∅; we say the roots (or the lkd-trees) v and w are not
comparable;
- given a simple internal node v, the interval associated to its left son, if the left son is a simple node, or to
each simple root in its left son, if the left son is a compound node, contains only points in I(v) whose
coordinatein dimensionD ( v has
) a valuelessthan V ( v );for the right son definitionsare simmetric.
•
Let a left son w of a simple internal node x be such that I(w) contains all the points in I(v) whose
coordinate in dimension D(v) has a value less than V(v). Then w is said to be direct son of v (and
correspondingly v is said to be direct parent of w). Otherwise w is said to be a descendent of v (corr.
ancestor). For a right son definitions are simmetric. When we use just son we are not taking into
consideration the containment relation between intervals. When we do not want to distinguish between
direct sons (resp. direct parents) and descendants (resp. ancestors) we speak of successors (resp.
predecessors).
5.2. Algorithms
The index built by each client is a lazy k-d tree built incrementally using answers arriving from buckets.
To make treatment of answer from bucket x easier we transform the answer in a very simple tree, made up
by just two nodes. A leaf, representing the range of bucket x, and a root b(x), which represents the base
range of x. Remember that bucket x answers also with I(x), BR(x), and sp(x), with the above defined
meanings. Hence b(x) is such that I(b(x))=BR(x) and [D(b(x)), V(b(x))]=sp(x). I(x) is the k-range managed
by the bucket x and [D(x), V(x)] is empty.
Let us assume the client has already an index in the form of a lazy k-d tree whose root is the simple node y
(we shall later remove the restriction that the root is a simple node). A new answer from bucket x arrives. If
this is the first answer to arrive and the client has no index then the above described tree made up by b(x)
and x becomes the client index. Otherwise algorithm INSERT below is invoked.
The high level description of algorithm INSERT considers these four cases:
INSERT(x: bucket just arrived; y: root of a lazy k-d tree):
CASE
A: I(b(x)) is not comparable with I(y);
B: I(b(x)) coincides with I(y);
C: I(b(x)) strictly contains I(y);
D: I(b(x)) is strictly contained in I(y).
We now provide a more detailed analysis of actions taken in each of the above cases.

•

A:

I(b(x)) is not comparable with I(y), that is BR(x)´I(y)=∅;
A compound node is built, made up by two lazy k-d trees. The roots are b(x), whose only son is x,
and y.

B:

I(b(x)) coincides with I(y), that is BR(x)=I(y);
This implies that y is precisely that predecessor of x whose splitting created x, that is y=a(x). Hence
an answer from bucket x already arrived to this client. Since after that answer x may have further
split we invoke SIMPLE_ INSERT(x,!y), to be described later, to find the right place for x in the lkdtree rooted at y.

C:

I(b(x)) contains I(y), that is BR(x)…I(y);
IF y is a successor on the same side of x with respect to b(x)
THEN
We have to check the containment relation between I(y) and I(x). Since x is a leaf in the index, it
may only be that either I(y) and I(x) are not comparable or I(y) contains I(x). In the former case
y and x are simply put together to make up a compound node, which substitutes x as the only son
of b(x). In the latter case y is made son of b(x) and x has to be inserted in the lkd-tree rooted at y.
This is done by invoking SIMPLE_INSERT(x,!y).
ELSE {y is a successor on the other side of x}
y is simply added as a son of b(x) on the other side of x.

D:

I(b(x)) is contained in I(y), that is BR(x)℘I(y);
IF I(b(x)) is contained in the left subtree of y :
THEN
INSERT(b(x), left_son(y))
ELSE INSERT(b(x), right_son(y)).

•

We now describe algorithm SIMPLE_INSERT.
SIMPLE_INSERT(v: simple node with no sons; y: root of a lazy k-d tree):
CASE
A¢: I(v) is not comparable with I(y);
A compound node is built, made up by two lazy k-d trees. The two roots are v, which is a simple
node without sons, and y.
B¢: I(v) coincides with I(y);
Nothing has to be done.
{Note that the case “I(v) is strictly contained in I(y)” cannot happen. In fact, v is a leaf and the
index cannot contain the refinement of a leaf before the arrival of the leaf itself. Moreover, after its
split the leaf will never be inserted again with its original value};
D¢: I(v) coincides with I(y);
IF I(v) is contained in the left subtree of y:
THEN
SIMPLE_INSERT(v, left_son(y))
ELSESIMPLE_INSERT(v, right_son(y)).
•
To complete the analysis we have only to consider what happens if I(v) has to be compared with I(w) but w
is a compound node. We only need to describe what happens either when v has no sons or when it has
exactly one son.
COMPARE(v: simple node with one or zero sons; w: compound node):
CASE
P: no root in w is comparable with v;
node v is simply added to the compound node w.

Q: exactly one root r in w is comparable with v;
IF v has no sons
THEN SIMPLE_INSERT(v, r)
ELSE INSERT(v, r).
R: the set R of roots in w which are comparable with v is such that |R|>1;
{In this case clearly each root r in R is such that I(r)℘I(v)}
delete R from the set of sons of w and add v in the set of sons of w;
IF v has no sons
THEN R is transformed in a compound node which is added as a son of v
ELSE
let v¢ be the son of v;
let R¢ be the subset of R made up by those roots in R which are
on the same side as v¢ with respect to v;
let R″ be the set of remaining roots;
R ″ is transformed in a compound node which is added as the other son of v;
IF all roots in R¢ are not-comparable with v¢
THEN
build a compound node z containing R ¢ and v¢;
delete v¢ as a son of v and add R ¢ as a son of v;
{note that v¢ cannot contain a root in R¢ since v¢ is a leaf};
IF $!r in R¢ such that I(v¢)℘I(r)
THEN
build a compound node z containing roots in R ¢;
delete v¢ as a son of v and add R ¢ as a son of v;
SIMPLE_INSERT(v¢, r).

•

5.3. Correctness
The correctness of algorithms described in previous section is ensured by the following invariance lemmas.
Correctness of lemmas directly derives from the actions taken by above algorithms in the various cases.
Lemma 3: For each new arriving bucket x and for each bucket y in the lazy k-d tree T x is made a
successor of y in T iff I(x)℘I(y) and y is made a successor of x in T iff I(y)℘I(x).
•
Lemma 4: If y is a lazy k-d tree then after INSERT(x, y) y is still a lazy k-d tree.
Lemma 5: If y is a lazy k-d tree then after SIMPLE_INSERT(x, y) y is still a lazy k-d tree.

•
•

The following theorem ensures above algorithms provide an exact-reconstruction of the overall k-d tree.
Let t be any given point in time. Without loss of generality we can assume no buckets split exactly at time
t. Let B(t) be the set of buckets existing at time t and let S(t) the set of those buckets that have split or have
been created after time t.
Theorem 6: If client C has received at time t at least one answer from all buckets in B(t)\S(t) and also it has
received after time t at least one answer from each bucket in S(t) then its lazy k-d tree coincides with the
overall k-d tree.
Proof:
From the three invariance lemmas above and from the fact that the algorithm never
restructures the lazy k-d tree (in the sense of altering the successor-predecessor relations) we have that
when answers from all buckets in the k-d tree are arrived to client C then its lazy k-d tree has become the
exact k-d tree.
•

6.

Conclusions

We have introduced and discussed in this paper the lazy k-d tree. This is the first scalable distributed data
structure for k-dimensional point data, with optimal search algorithm for exact, partial, and range search.
Optimality is in the sense that (1) only servers that could have k-dimensional points related to a query
reply to it and that (2) the client issuing the query can deterministically know when the search is complete.
The set of k-d points is managed in a scalable way, i.e. it can be dynamically enlarged with insertion of
new points.
We proved that the lazy k-d tree is a generalization of the k-d tree data structure that is suitable for an
efficient management and querying in a distributed framework. We have considered distributed
environments where multicast (i.e. restricted broadcast) is allowed but have also shown how to reduce its
use whenever possible.
An experimental analysis of the performances of the structure here described, including the study of tradeoffs between using point-to-point and multicast, and a comparison with previously introduced structure
(LH*, RP* and DRT) is in progress [Bar96]. A variant where an index is used at server sites to improve
overall performances, suitable also for the cases when multicast is not available at all, is also under
experimental analysis [Pep96]. Note that in this case the lazy k-d tree, from a theoretical point of view,
behaves in a similar way to the Distributed Random Tree of Kröll & Widmayer.
Work in progress is also dedicated to the extension to other multi-dimensional data structures and to
extended objects. Candidates under considerations for this are R+ -trees, quad-trees, and grid-files.
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